Redefining
Performance
for the
21st-Century
Brand

THE FOUR CS OF A CUSTOMER-CENTRIC BRAND
By Wilson Raj, global customer intelligence director, SAS
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ccording to Wikipedia, a brand is
a “name, term, design, symbol, or
any other feature that identifies one
seller’s good or service as distinct
from those of other sellers.” Branding began
as a way to tell one person’s cattle from
another by means of a hot iron stamp.
We’ve come a long way from that hot
iron stamp. Thanks to the rise of empowered consumers, complexity of the digital
landscape, proliferation of big data, and
mounting pressures to “monetize” brandbuilding efforts, branding in the 21st
century is simultaneously becoming more
critical and challenging.
In a 2012 CMO Survey, CMOs report
that brand value is now far more important
than low price. There’s a 10.3 percent
increase in CMOs who cite brand value
among their customers’ top priorities.
The study also shows that spending on
overall brand building is expected to grow
26.3 percent over the next 12 months.
With this increased attention on brand
building as a strategic differentiator, how
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are marketers approaching it? Another
global brand research study showed
22 percent of marketers are using brand
awareness as their sole measure to evaluate their marketing spend; 57 percent
are not basing their marketing budgets on
any form of ROI analysis.
When digging a little deeper on marketing ROI, the study revealed 37 percent of

the respondents claimed that they used
brand awareness as a “universal metric to
make marketing decisions.” Of those using
brand awareness, more than 60 percent said
it was their only marketing ROI measure — a
troubling notion. Yet, surprisingly, 91 percent
of marketing leaders believe that successful
brands use customer data to drive marketing
decisions, and thus brand performance.
The upshot of this discrepancy is that
companies may not be performing
optimally due to prevailing approaches
to brand measures.
By not expanding current brand measures to include all types of customer and
business data, firms encounter a serious
risk: a partial, inaccurate view of their brand
effectiveness and efficiency. Marketers aren’t
able to fully understand and appreciate the
customer, or the operational and financial
impacts of their brand differentiation efforts.
Currently, there are services for marketers to evaluate and manage their
brands — based on a combination of customer surveys, research, social media monitoring, and other indicators. Many of these
services emphasize metrics like brand equity
or brand affinity — and have lofty names
like brand commitment model, brand
esteem calculator, brand asset valuator,
product commitment score, and so on.
Don’t misunderstand. Marketers can
glean value from such brand scores. But it’s
not the entire picture. It’s great if you want
a “number,” but less helpful if you need to
understand core drivers of a brand’s value
at a customer level in today’s reality and
what to do about them — in real-time.

% CHANGE IN MARKETING SPENDING IN NEXT 12 MONTHS
AUG-11

FEB-12

% CHANGE

1.3%

–0.8%

–161.5%

Internet marketing spending

11.2%

12.8%

+14.3%

New product introductions

10.4%

8.5%

–18.3%

Customer relationship management

6.5%

7.1%

+9.2%

Brand building

5.7%

7.2%

+26.3%

Traditional advertising* spending

*Refers to media advertising not using the web.
SOURCE: THE CMO SURVEY, CMOSURVEY.ORG, FEB. 2012
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The prevailing approaches to “brand
Customer
scores” have two limitations. First, we
Experience
don’t have enough standardization or
enough useful marketing mix analysis,
intelligence, and insight. Brand studies
and research offer guidance, but
21st
marketers complain that by the time
Century,
CommitCompetency
Customerthey uncover the insights, the digital
ment
Centric
world has shifted and the mix or model
Brand
is no longer relevant.
Second, these “brand scores”
typically monitor the front and the back
ends of most brand initiatives. So they
Customer
see impressions, clickstreams, and
Intelligence
commerce. The difficult part is the qualitative element in between, which is
customer engagement and experience.
To truly appraise brand performance,
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE Customer
marketers require a full view of the digital
experience is the linchpin in distinguishand nondigital footprints that a consumer
ing a brand from its competition.
leaves when engaging with the brand and
For a number of years, Forrester
then be able to address that consumer
Research has examined the statistical
in a relevant manner — behaviorally,
relationship between how customers rate
contextually, or both.
companies in their Customer Experience
Index (CXi) and their loyalty to those
companies in three categories: willingFour Drivers of the
ness to consider the brand for another
21st-Century, Customerpurchase, likelihood to switch brands to a
Centric Brand
competitor, and likelihood to recommend
To overcome these challenges and make
to a friend or colleague.
the most of their resources and data,
Forrester consistently finds that customer
marketers should look to bolster their
experience correlates to future business and
brand performance approaches by
word of mouth.
aligning four areas:
The research showed that brands that
s#USTOMER %XPERIENCE
moved from below average customer
s#OMPETENCY
experience scores to above average
s#OMMITMENT
enjoyed significant financial benefits
s#USTOMER )NTELLIGENCE

High

Moderate

Low

through incremental purchases from
existing customers, revenue saved by
lower churn, and new sales driven by
word of mouth.
Incremental purchases from existing
customers. Revenue can range from
$15 million for retailers to as much as
$788 million for wireless service providers, whose extremely large subscriber
bases mean that even a small percentage
change in repeat purchasers translates
into a very large dollar value.
Revenue saved by lower churn.
Retained revenue ranges from $4 million
for health insurance plans, where
customers have shown a lower propensity
to change providers even with a bad
experience, to $825 million for hotels.
New sales driven by word of mouth.
Firms can see incremental sales from
positive word of mouth that range from
$2 million for retailers to $65 million for
airlines that benefit from the potential of
their enormous customer bases and a
variety of social media sites to create
extensive word of mouth.
COMPETENCY (DOING THINGS RIGHT)
In this aspect of brand performance, competency is about measuring marketing executions. Peter Drucker once said, “Efficiency is
doing things right; effectiveness is doing the
right things.” In our model, competency is
about “doing things right” — about marketing or brand efficiency. (The other component of “doing the right thing” correlates to
commitment, which we’ll come to shortly.)

Low

Moderate

Willingness to consider the
company for another purchase
Likelihood to switch
business to a competitor

High
0.71

-0.41

Likelihood to recommend
to a friend or colleague

0.65
Base: U.S. online consumers

Source: North American Technographics Customer Experience Online Survey, Q4 2011 (U.S.)
61251
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In measuring marketing efficiency for
your brand, analysis of customer and
business data can help:
s1UANTIFY THE IMPACT OF EACH MARKETING
investment relative to key business
objectives.
s$ELIVER VISIBILITY INTO CRITICAL MARKETING
performance metrics across all business
divisions, product lines, markets,
channels, and segments.
s0ERFORM WHAT IF ANALYSIS TO FORECAST THE
impact of different marketing investment
scenarios.
s$RIVE TOP AND BOTTOM LINE BRAND GROWTH
by enabling fact-based marketing
decisions that weigh the tradeoffs between
resources, policies, constraints, etc.
COMMITMENT (DOING THE RIGHT
THING) While competency provides
insight into your marketing efficiency (is
my brand doing things right?), commitment sheds light on whether your brand
is doing the right thing.
From a brand standpoint, commitment means adhering to a code of ethics
and doing the right thing by sticking to
that code. Drucker believed that doing
the right thing in business and professional life was immensely powerful for
the customers and the business.
Commitment does not only mean
responding with integrity during times of
crises when there is a product recall, a
catastrophic environmental disaster, or
service outage that impacts thousands.
With the wealth of data that is available
through multiple channels, marketers
have the opportunity to
monitor the stated and
unstated needs,
motivations, and
aspirations of their
customers.
For example, Vail
Resorts, the leading
mountain resort
operator in the U.S.,
strives to know more
about its customers
than any other vacation provider and
differentiates its brand solely through
providing the best experience — whether
on the slopes or off.

RESOURCES

For straightforward advice on how to build a more durable and profitable
customer base with your brand, check out “Competing on Customer
Intelligence.”
Also, check out “The New Conversation: Taking Social Media from Talk to
Action” on how to understand the potential of social media, measure and
gauge its effectiveness, integrate it into your overall marketing strategy,
and show the direct link to company financials.

Recently rated number four in the
InformationWeek 500, Vail Resorts
created customer-facing apps that
encourage social media posting — garnering 2 million social media posts about
their skiing and snowboarding feats.
The commitment to delivering stellar
brand performance involved not just
superior use of technology to create
“superfans,” but a tacit understanding
of Vail Resorts brand values by all its
employees. “The stakes are just so much
higher when you’re dealing directly with
consumers — especially in a company
where we’re selling experience,” notes
CIO Robert Urwiler.
CUSTOMER INTELLIGENCE The
enabler of this model is customer
intelligence. Companies need solid
customer intelligence (powered by an
integrated marketing management
process), which takes a holistic approach
to solving critical challenges across the
marketing function — from formulating
strategy, to gaining insight from data and
analytics, to optimizing customer interactions, to delivering
on the ultimate
customer experience.
For example,
Chico’s FAS marketing
team enriched their
customer intelligence
by honing in on the
untapped value of
unstructured data
from social media
and other sources
to create more complete customer
profiles. They are able to then create
unique, connected customer experiences
across various channels, ultimately

Marketers must
reframe their brand
strategies in order
to drive brand
advocacy and
business results.
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generating positive business results.
“Now we have a total view; a
multichannel view of our Chico’s FAS
customer. So we know what she’s doing
not only at Chico’s, but we know in
Soma Intimates, White House | Black
Market, and soon, Boston Proper,”
says Barb Buettin, director of CRM,
enterprise information management.
“We know what her behavior is among
all our brands. This enables us to
understand her full behavior both on
and offline, and what kinds of merchandise she prefers.”
Armed with this customer intelligence,
Chico’s is much more effective when
connecting with customers. “We want
to be able to send her a message that’s
relevant to her,” Buettin says. “We want
to send her something that we know
she’s going to respond to. And the only
way to get that is through the heavy
analytics and the data integration that
we have put together.”

Right Effort
Today’s methods for measuring and driving brand growth are insufficient and not
reflective of the pace of customer empowerment and growth of data. Marketers
must reframe their brand strategies
in order to drive brand advocacy and
business results.
By viewing brand performance through
a connected perspective of customer
experience, competencies, commitment,
and customer intelligence, marketers
stand a better chance of making sure that
their “brand poker” is truly distinct from
everyone else’s.
Wilson Raj is the global customer
intelligence director of SAS.
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